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Becoming Better

FalleR 2011

after an encouraging year in 2010 with a marked climb in sales, we grew again in 

2011, and finished the year by topping the 100 million sales mark. this is another 

sales record despite a challenging market where pressure on pricing continues to be 

high, and consolidation and major upheavals abound.

pharmaceutical packaging needs reliable suppliers with high stan-
dards of quality, strong adherence to delivery deadlines and fle-
xibility, a major focus on service, and innovative strengths. Faller 
faced up to these challenges and won. our customers have taken 
note of this and are recognising our achievements.

in 2011 Faller grew by 7.5% and once again achieved a sales 
record that relies purely on organic growth. as the pharmaceu-
tical market in Germany has only shown weak growth of 2%, 
and is actually stagnating across europe as a whole, we anticipa-
te that we can further stabilise and increase our market shares. 
Following on from 2010, the 2011 year was the second year 
to show above-average growth. this success depends above all 
on our consistent focus on our clients‘ purchasing criteria. this 
enabled us to further improve our quality standards, increase our 
adherence to delivery deadlines, increase our productivity and 
improve cost discipline. this can only be achieved if every emplo-
yee puts maximum effort into the job. High employee commit-
ment, our flexibility and remarkably good co-operation between 
all areas are crucial if we want to make improvements across a 

broad front. that is why the theme of our sustainability report for 
this year is „becoming better together”. and we have become 
better in many ways. our sales department achieved an above-
average performance in the market, defied rising price pressure, 
consolidated relationships through concentrated customer service 
and made the most of our potential.

internally we also continued our systematic pursuit of operational 
excellence. the introduction of our „ideefix“ ideas management 
system resulted in many suggestions for improvements from 
employees who are actively working on developing productivity, 
quality, safety and environmental protection. our materials ef-
ficiency project secured a marked decrease in waste volume. this 
is where economic and ecologic improvements come together, 
achieving both a reduction of material costs and at the same time 
a reduction in material consumption and thus conservation of 
wood as raw material.  

in this sustainability report we have reworked the basis for our 
key indicators and adjusted it to our new production structure, 
with competence centres for cartons/combination products, leaf-
lets, labels and packaging services, which we introduced in 2009 
with the „Creating the Future“ project. previous key indicator 
history is affected by this, since 2010 now constitutes the first 
and only reference year.

our profits, like many key indicators, have once again improved 
compared with 2010. employees are also profiting from this, with 
dividends through the voluntary profit-sharing scheme almost 
doubling. Hence our social and corporate responsibility remains 
a focus of our efforts for healthy, sustainable operations. in turn, 
shareholders increased the capital equity, which raised our econo-
mic equity ratio to the present 48.7%.

Faller has thus established a secure basis for all future challenges 
in the field of pharmaceutical packaging. Despite major challen-
ges in the market as well as from competition, we will continue 
to travel the route to sustainable business development.

Dr. Michael Faller      Dr. Daniel Keesman
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PrintaBle data store
at Faller we are investing in the future with innovation and new 
technology to protect jobs and secure the long-term success of 
our business. We are also investing in our printable Data Store 
which is unique anywhere in the world.

the printable Data Store consists of storage labels to store data 
that can be accessed by the user. there are four types of applica-
tion  that can be achieved with the printable Data Store.

  authentication/testing of genuineness and security 
  identification and serialisation
   Communication and interaction
   Data storage functionalities

a variety of information can be stored. batch numbers or alter-
nating codes with unlimited encryption to clearly identify the 
original. the individualised product units are readable locally. 
in addition, different information can be provided in a targeted 
fashion to different recipients on one and the same data storage. 
For example, extensive additional data, an Mp3 file to listen to, or 
a film with instructions on use. Connection to external servers or 
the internet is not necessary, but of course it is also an option.

the benefits for the customer:
   better use of production capacities, simpler logistics: individu-
alisation of packaging just before delivery (late stage customi-
sation).

   Statutory requirements, e.g. of the eu: Fulfilment of require-
ments for secure identification and authentication of products

    High level of security in the local supply chain: Checking of 
safety-critical data directly on the production line

   problem-free multilingualism: Storage e.g. of all information 
in different languages as a document directly on the printable 
Data Store.

   the latest functions for discerning consumers: informative 
apps directly on the packaging.

serial coding
as well as the serialisation of packaging using adhesive labels, 
as of right now Faller offers serial coding by means of the direct 
printing of folding cartons.

Just-in-time delivery through Faller‘s supply chain services and 
also the resulting possibility of reducing customer stock serve to 
improve sustainability in numerous ways. bar codes, serial or ran-
domised alphanumeric sequences or 2-D data matrix codes. Faller 
gives the folding cartons the serialisation desired using an inkjet 
process. naturally, readability requirements for codes (grading) 
are fulfilled. the verification is carried out by a camera system. 
the system checks not only the correctness of the printed infor-
mation, but  also its quality.

Becoming Better

pRoDuCtS anD SeRViCeS
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Product sPeciFication
Securing the longer-term, sustainable success of the company 
and the jobs of our employees is supported inter alia with the 
help of a project known as „product specification“. thanks to 
the structure and organisation of our diverse product program 
we can make processes more efficient, manage materials more 
sustainably and adapt the range of our products even better to 
market requirements. 

in product specification S, a and i have key roles. S stands for 
Standard product: there are no restrictions to knowledge, capa-
city or resources in their manufacture. Rapid delivery, competitive 
prices and the highest quality are included. a stands for advan-
ced product – can be manufactured at any time in principle, but 
subject to the limits described above in one or more product 
components. i stands for individual products. these are initially 
developed together with the customer and hence call for prior 
agreement. but i can also be equated with innovation, since we 
try every day to fulfil the needs and requirements of our custo-
mers with clever solutions and helpful services. the pharmaceu-
tical quality of products that are consistently GMp-compliant and 
the greatest adherence to delivery dates are a matter of course 
for all products.

a result of this project is the new outsert configurator, which 
enables the quick and simple configuration of standardised but 
nevertheless customer-specific outserts.

develoPment service 
our Development Department is staffed by engineers expe-
rienced in packaging and packing technology who create 
packaging solutions for the pharmaceutical industry that are 
customer-oriented and sustainable. our business has expert staff 
for every product – folding cartons, leaflets, adhesive labels and 
combination products. the advantage for the customer: Special 
requirements can feed seamlessly into the development of an 
individual tailor-made packaging solution, creating efficient and 
economically sustainable solutions.

after completion the manufacture of the product can also be 
executed with a different partner, if the customer so wishes. our 
experts provide all the support needed for a pharmaceutical pa-
ckaging project from the initial idea to the final implementation. 
Faller is there to provide the customer with know-how for the 
duration of the development process. it does not matter whether 
it is producing samples at short notice or concerted project ma-
nagement with technical consulting. 

the goal of our development team is always to achieve the 
client‘s requirements for secondary packaging with an efficient 
use of resources in a tailor-made design. a challenging task for 
our developers – helping to shape the pharmaceutical packaging 
of the future innovatively and sustainably.

our range of services for developing sustainable packaging co-
vers the following areas:

    Compliance and Convenience: 
user-friendly packaging with elements that support the taking 
of medication

   patient Communication: 
Cleverly constructed packaging which help the pharmacists to 
communicate directly with their patients

   tamper-evidence: 
Visible counterfeit features for which the tamper-evidence is 
clearly recognisable

    transport- and break-proof packaging: 
packaging for almost all liquid and semi-solid dosage forms

   Clinical trials: 
Demanding and complex packaging solutions, depending on 
type and form of application as well as duration of trial

    Specials: 
Special products which are customised for their very specific 
purpose
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there is no margin for error in „good manufacturing practice“ 
for pharmaceutical products. We see our contribution as supply-
ing our customers with secure pharmaceutical packaging that 
effectively enhances convenience (patient- and user-friendly) as 
well as compliance (secure medication) for a society that places 
its faith in the secure supply of medication that is available at all 
times.

market
in 2011 the pharmaceutical market has come under increasing 
pressure and has been characterised by major upheavals. this 
can be seen for example in newspaper headlines, with their 
growing number of reports of reduced profits, staff reductions 
and recall schemes. the reduction in health and pharmaceuti-
cals costs demanded by governments, the public and the media 
leads to increased pressure on the pharmaceutical industry for 
efficiency and cost reduction. the pharmaceutical market is ex-
periencing profound change. the shift of production capacities 
to high-growth future markets of the bRiC countries (i.e. brazil, 
Russia, india and China) can be clearly seen; likewise structural 
alterations in companies manufacturing pharmaceuticals due 
to expiring patents, a declining number of new applications or 

increasing number of drug recalls due to more stringent applica-
tion of FDa and eMa guidelines. Some are seeking the solution 
in a greater diversification of the product palette by acquisitions, 
others in greater niche specialisation. it is clear that the classical 
model of the blockbuster (products with sales of more than a 
billion dollars) is on the way out, and that the vast amounts of 
research for new medicines will have to be secured by new stra-
tegies.

Viewed realistically, the pharmaceutical markets in north ame-
rica, Japan and europe are stagnating. the growth in German 
pharmacy and hospital sales – our main sales market – has drop-
ped to 2%, while countries like France, italy and Spain are not 
showing any positive trends and are in fact shrinking somewhat. 
Faller was able to gain ground in this difficult environment, gro-
wing in 2011 by 7.5%. We believe that we have further consoli-
dated our market position and increased our share of the market 
(source: iMS Health).

For the first time in the history of the company our sales in 2011 
exceeded the sales threshold of 100 million euro. this purely 
organic growth is a great success for our motivated and ambi-

Becoming Better
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Faller is one of the market leaders in German-speaking regions, and offers solutions 

to all issues relating to pharmaceutical packaging, printed folding cartons, leaflets 

and adhesive labels, with a comprehensive pharmaceutical-specific quality assurance 

system. building on this, we have also delivered pharmaceutical services in the field of 

packaging. 

tious sales team and the high degree of commitment from our 
entire staff. all sales and market targets in the individual markets 
were equalled or exceeded. Double-digit percentage sales growth 
were achieved both in leaflets and labels, while folding cartons 
and combination products achieved single figures. these growth 
figures are the result of volume growth and improved prices in 
those areas where we were able to demonstrate a competitive 
advantage. they signal a success for the consistent pursuit of 
our new market development strategy. this excellent distribution 
work was supported by marketing activities like our successful 
participation as exhibitors at interpack 2011.

Sales development in 2011 was marked from the beginning by 
high, if strongly fluctuating, order volumes and a good utilisati-
on of production capacities. the lead-up is traditionally not very 
high, with small order quantities and short delivery times cha-
racterising demand. the heightened market fluctuations require 
great flexibility and good, smooth co-operation between the 
individual departments of the company in order to do justice to 
customer wishes in relation to quality and dependability. Strong 
adherence to delivery dates and an improved standard of quality 
as the decisive purchasing criteria helped to stabilise relationships 
with customers. our Sales Department won new customers and 
extra volume for Faller. Customer potential was tapped to a signi-
ficant extent through our new market development strategies. 

price pressure from our customers continues unabated. bulk 
inquiries in particular – so-called tenders – at a German or eu-
ropean level are hotly contested objects due to the enormous 
volume requirements in a packaging market characterised by 
excess capacity, and as a rule result in a strong decline in price. 
on the one hand, packaging manufacturers from other sectors 
are surging into the pharmaceuticals packaging market, and on 
the other ever more eastern european businesses with their low 
wage and salary structure are offering their products. Since cost 
reduction remains a strong focus for our customers, the awarding 
of contracts to these low-wage countries is becoming more and 
more likely, even if quality, dependability and service are not (yet) 
at our level.
the considerable increases in the price of materials that we had 
to deal with in 2010 have come to a standstill since mid-2011 
due to the flagging global economy. the materials prices for our 

main raw materials cardboard and paper have remained largely 
stable, and availability has once more returned to a normal level, 
the suppliers‘ markets have once more calmed. 

nevertheless, in 2011 we addressed materials efficiency concer-
tedly and were able to make marked reductions in the rate of 
waste material through format simplification and process impro-
vements. We see this method of avoiding wastefulness as a de-
cisive factor in reducing our costs and thus meeting the challenge 
of our customers‘ price pressure. operational excellence has been 
the goal of our business strategy and remains the focus of our 
activities aimed at getting better.

the european pharmaceuticals packaging market underwent 
considerable change in 2011. the consolidation of the packaging 
branch is once again gaining momentum. Various acquisitions 
in Germany, Switzerland, belgium, France, Sweden and other 
countries are seeing the emergency of entities that are further 
affecting the smaller and medium-sized businesses. the result is 
usually nervous market players, increasing sales interest with in-
flated conceptions about company values, emotional conduct of 
negotiations and lack of transparency in decision-making.

economical oPerations
production volumes and adherence to delivery deadlines
We increased our production volumes in all packaging sectors in 
2011. the strongest growth in volumes were achieved in labels 
and leaflets in the high single figure range, but we also grew 
markedly in the folding carton segment. the order volumes to 
be processed in the individual product groups were subject to 
strong fluctuation in demands, particularly in the first half of the 
year. this is where meeting our customers‘ high expectations of 
reliability and adherence to delivery deadlines really matters. the 
planning and management of our production based on the lean 
management principles of timing, pull and flow ensures that 
we can produce even large monthly volumes in widely differing 
forms just in time. However, in particular segments the planned 
volumes were in part surpassed by up to 30%. Despite a high 
level of commitment and great flexibility on the part of staff, in 
particular in the packet insert area – including some Saturday 
and Sunday work – we couldn‘t quite achieve our target of 98% 
adherence to delivery deadlines. all other packaging segments 
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surpassed that figure, meaning that we once more improved our 
adherence to delivery deadlines, with an overall figure of 97.7%. 
this forms the basis of our efforts to further improve our rate.

Quality
We also improved once again in relation to quality, our custo-
mers‘ second important purchase criterion. With a complaints 
rate of 0.6% for completed orders we have achieved a very high 
standard of quality. We have made it our goal to further diffe-
rentiate this figure in order to increase the transparency of claims 
causes and to introduce targeted measures for the further impro-
vement of our standard of quality. We will report on the results 
next year.

Costs
alongside quality and adherence to delivery deadlines, attractive 
prices are currently the crucial purchase criterion in order to satis-
fy the central demand of our customers for a reasonably priced 
supply of packaging. the ongoing improvement towards business 
efficiency – to operational excellence – is an essential component 
of our corporate strategy. Costs must always be adjusted quickly 
even when customer demand fluctuates; fixed costs must be kept 
at a low level, set-up times must be optimised, subsidies reduced 
and quick flow-through times guaranteed. the restructuring of 
our production centres into the competence centres of folding 
carton/combination products, leaflets, labels and packaging 
services has continued to prove its advantages and superiority in 
its second year in relation to clear accountability areas, high pro-
cess transparency and thus targeted exploitation of cost-cutting 
potential. in 2011 we focussed on the two most important cost 
factors – materials and staff –and were able to achieve clear cost 
savings by means of a project initiated in order to improve mate-
rial efficiency and also consistent further development of the lean 
management culture for increased productivity in the individual 
pSCs.

Materials efficiency
in the folding cartons and leaflets pSCs the materials efficiency 
project resulted in double digit percentage reductions in rejects 
through various format-specific measures, and in single-digit 
figures range in labels. the total materials input was kept close to 
constant for folding cartons and leaflets despite increased pro-
duction volumes in the high single digit percentage range, 

as reported above. We still see potential for improvement here 
for 2012, and are working towards this.

Value added ratio
the value added ratio dropped slightly to 65.5%, which returns 
it to the level of the 2008/2009 years and puts it at a high level 
compared with the industry norm. the markets for our most 
important raw materials such as cardboard, paper and label 
materials were relatively stable in 2011 in respect of prices and 
security of supply.

process improvement and idea management
our lean management team now includes three staff who are 
exclusively dedicated to the improvement of our production and 
administration processes. We held over 85 workshops during 
2011 which identified savings potentials of almost seven-digit 
figures in euros. this must now be implemented by management 
by applying the measures proposed in the workshops. every em-
ployee has the opportunity to be actively engaged in the work-
shops, for which they are released from their normal duties.

the introduction of our idea management system, „ideefix“, also 
led to a batch of improvement suggestions that will now be pro-
cessed as promptly as possible. through our ideas management 
we have implemented a lean management culture based on 
„horizontal alignment“ and with a large number of ideas co-
ordinators in the areas concerned. in this way many of the central 
themes will be solved directly on site in future by means of lean 
management. every recognised and implemented idea results in 
a reward for the department in which the employee works and 
for the participation of the idea-submitter in an annual draw of 
attractive prizes. by the end of 2011, 292 ideas had been sub-
mitted, of those 40 had been rejected by the end of December 
because they did not fit the criteria, and 170 had been imple-
mented. 

Growth and productivity
thanks to productivity improvements, the number of employees 
only rose slightly by 1.2%, while our sales rose by 7.5% and 
production volumes for the individual packaging elements by 
between 5 and 10%. However, it was also by means of improved 
cost discipline in all areas, in particular the adjustment of staffing 
costs based on capacity fluctuations through reductions in time 

accounts or use of leave, as well a reduction in temporary work 
that we improved our personnel-cost ratio – a significant contri-
bution to job security. 

our pharmaServiceCenter in Großbeeren for pharmaceutical ser-
vices in the packaging area recorded a positive trend for a third 
year running. our focus now lies on so-called „business process 
outsourcing“, where customers‘ entire packing processes are 
outsourced and processed by us. 

investing
in 2011 we invested in the renewal of our production plants. 
With a total investment of euR 4.6 million we invested in the 
new anicolor print technology, two punching machines and also 
a new Cip platesetter in the folding carton area, and, in the leaf-
let area, in the automation of further processing and modernisa-
tion of outsert production. an additional Flytec plant for 100% 
final check of adhesive labels as well as a new label plant in the 
packing area rounded off the investment program. at 4.6% the 
investment ratio was at a level somewhat lower than average, as 
more major investments are due in 2012 through the planned 
expansion of label production in Schopfheim. 

ProFits and equity caPital
the earnings situation of our company improved compared with 
2010 and is at a good level. the shareholders once again decided 
on an increase in equity capital, increasing the ratio of operating 
equity capital by 3.4% to 48.7%. Hence we were able, in turn, 
to improve the capital basis of the company. 

ProFit sharing
Since it had not been possible to agree on profit sharing with 
the bargaining committee in the in-house wage agreement valid 
since 10 november 2009, the management presented an entirely 
voluntary model to the staff and introduced it in 2010. this is 
because our employees should participate in the success of the 
business. our aim is to make it clear to our employees that high 
productivity and flexible work, in other words efficient production 
processes, pay off for everyone in hard cash. this requires high 
quality and reliability for our customers, who pay all of us in the 
end.

profit sharing is progressively structured so that employees also 
profit beyong expectations from positive business trends. thanks 
to the profit achieved in 2010, despite the concessions made in 
the in-house wage agreement it is once again possible to distri-
bute a dividend to staff.

Middle and senior management receive annual bonuses that are 
likewise based on the success of the business, but also reflect the 
personal achievement of individual managers‘ goals. business, 
department and division goals, supplemented by personal goals, 
are agreed annually and pursued and followed up by the bonus 
system.
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working For Faller 
Values, management principles and guidelines
Faller combines traditional values such as reliability and partner-
ships based on trust with expert knowledge, quality and a consis-
tent forward-looking approach. We stand for customer-oriented 
innovation and sustainability. in the systematic improvement of 
customer satisfaction and our performance, management and 
staff are guided by the corporate values that are the foundation 
and guiding principle for all decisions made in the company.  

  Customer focus and entrepreneurship
  performance orientation and cooperation 
  Sustainability and personal responsibility
  trust and credibility

the management principles and guidelines are available to all 
staff on the intranet. in addition to the guidelines, all managers 
have received a management compass that contains detailed 
documents on management and personal matters such as selec-
tion of applicants, training etc. under the heading latest news 
you will find information on the internal communication of the 
company‘s values. 

the sick leave situation (sick leave/target work days in %) remai-
ned almost unchanged from 2010 from 93.9% compared with 
94%. With the introduction of return-to-work interviews in bin-
zen (pSC leaflets) we have achieved some success on our way to 
improving this indicator as well. We hope to be able to transfer 
some of our findings to the other pSCs.

our statistics on accidents at work are not looking as successful. 
after a positive trend we experienced a setback in 2011. the 
ratio increased from 17 to 25 accidents per 1,000 employees. We 
have thoroughly analysed all accidents, but could not ascertain 
any clusters in types of accident, area or other connections. Most 
of the accidents can be traced to inattention of those involved. 

the existing form of employee survey is currently under exami-
nation. although it offered the advantage of an individual survey 
geared to Faller, its use as a communication tool was not in pro-
portion to the expense involved in carrying it out and evaluating 
the results. We intend to redefine the future role of this tool in 
the course of developing our personnel strategy. We plan to carry 
out an employee survey in the new form in autumn 2012.

expenditure for continuing education activities was increased 
slightly from 0.7% to 0.9% of personnel expenses. the informa-
tion value of this indicator is limited, however, in view of the far 
more important effectiveness of further education. What is par-
ticularly important to us is the transfer of training contents into 
everyday professional life, which we intend to support through 
feedback discussions with managers and evaluations of the semi-
nars in transfer sheets. 

at 43 trainees, the ratio has further dropped from 5.6% in 2010 
to 5.1%, one reason being that the information technology 
qualification is only offered every three years and limited study 
workplace experience capacity planned for 2011. We have been 
fostering learning partnerships with schools in the region conti-
nuously since 2006. We are now experiencing a positive effect on 
the numbers of applicants and the qualification of applicants for 
our training positions. public awareness of our business on the 
part of school students is high and our positioning as a vocatio-
nal training business is good. However, we must undertake more 
concerted recruitment for the position of packaging technologist 
in order to awaken the interest of young people in this skilled but 
largely unknown occupation, and to convey its favourable em-
ployment prospects. 

2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006

turnover (in eur million) 100,0 93,0 87,4 92,4 87,0 77,0

investments in eur million 4,6 6,6 3,3 7,8 12,4 3,8

investment ratio (in %) 4,6 7,1 3,8 8,4 14,3 4,9

operating capital equity ratio in % 48,7 45,3 38,7 36,8 35,8 33,5

Proportion of added value in % 65,5 66,3 65,7 65,9 66,7 67,3

economic indicators
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Großbeeren PharmaServiceCenter: Factory floor with vertical cartoner
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energy eFFiciency workshoP 
Faller is one of 14 businesses that are involved in the iHK Frei-
burg Südlicher oberrhein, Freiburg, energy efficiency workshop. 
energy costs will continue to rise over the coming years, while 
considerable potential for energy savings in businesses  exists that 
is in part unknown or unrecognised. in order to record this po-
tential systematically, Faller is taking part in the “energy efficiency 
Workshop“ project. by means of an inventory of the status quo 
for relevant users, savings possibilities are recorded and evaluated 
that can then be implemented with the least possible effort as a 
first step.

as a second step further potential energy savings will be tapped 
through a systematic consideration of the use of energy. initial 
plant inspections took place in the pharmaServiceCenter leaflets 
in September 2011 and revealed a variety of savings options. 
Faller intends to extend this process to additional sites and to 
establish a structured energy management system.

materials eFFiciency
traditionally, pharmaceutical packaging orders are characterised 
by small batches of many sizes. the quick and flexible produc-
tion of these orders can only be achieved by the use of standard 
cardboard sheet formats. However, every standard sheet format 
involves a certain border or offcut, since the punching contour 
as a rule does not fill out the whole sheet. in order to keep these 
offcuts as minimal as possible and therefore to conserve resour-
ces, the specialist departments in printing, contract services and 
purchasing have found two very successful solutions. 

in the project aimed at increasing materials efficiency, the spe-
cialists together with the packaging technologists are reviewing 
the division of panels. by minimal alterations of the punching 
contours a better utilisation of the printed sheets or print webs 
can be achieved. Figure 1illustrates an example in which by a 
minor change in the division of panels 10% of cardboard waste 
is avoided. 

the role of purchasing lies in the analysis of the standard formats 
used: by monitoring and adapting the standard format specifica-
tions where there are changes in the order volume, considerable 
savings have been achieved in cardboard waste during folding 
carton production and in paper waste during the printing of 
packet inserts. Figure 2 (page 18) shows the reduction in the 
folding carton area.

in total the relative cardboard and paper waste per tonne was 
reduced by 11.2% and 20.3% respectively. a great success for 
ecology and economy.

savings
in the production of printing plates the production of twice the 
area was made possible by technical changes, from 4.000 m² to 
8.000 m²! this means only half as much developer is required.

2011 sustainaBility rePort co²-comPensated
the reprints of our brochures have been printed on FSC- or 
peFC-certified paper since 2011. in the production of the 2010 
sustainability report with a print run of 4,300 copies greenhouse 
gas emissions in the amount of 1.2 tonnes of Co²-equivalents 
were generated, which we compensated via First Climate Co²: 
these emissions were balanced by emissions savings from the 
wind-energy climate change project in yundtag in turkey certified 
according to the gold standard, and the corresponding emission 
reduction certificates were discontinued.

Becoming Better 

eColoGy

Getting better is a demanding goal, one that we are pursuing with sustained commit-

ment to positive changes in our working environment. Whether it is our energy supply 

from ecologically generated power or our energy management. our employees are 

also initiating ecologically effective projects. and that makes us especially proud. 

PERF 3:3 Punkt

520

537

502.5

610

Starting point: 4 panels to 0.324m² Optimisation: 4 panels to 0,296 m² = 10 % savings 

Figure 1: cardBoard waste reduction By changes to Panel usage
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alcohol-Free Printing 
alcohol as a drink is naturally banned in the workplace, but as an 
additive to the dampening solution it is still used in many prin-
ting works. not so at Faller. in 2011 in the folding cartons pSC 
the print manager Jürgen Herr and the manager of the printing 
service Matthias Schmieder instigated the switch to ipa-free prin-
ting of folding cartons on their own initiative. this is significant 
because ipa additives can under some circumstances slightly irri-
tate the airways and thus affect employees‘ health. an additional 
consequence is that alcohol-free printing also reduces costs. Cur-
rently only the SM 52 anicolor requires the use of a two-percent 
alcohol component in the dampening solution, because this is 
still needed for technical reasons. all other machines in Waldkirch 
have been operated since october 2011 exclusively using the 
newly developed dampening additives and therefore without 
alcohol. all employees in the print area actively supported the 
transition to alcohol-free printing and thus jointly rendered the 
printing process friendlier to the environment and employees‘ 
health.

work accidents 2011
in 2011 we registered a total of 27 notifiable accidents. all ac-
cidents were analysed as a matter of practice. Despite the clear 
increase compared to 2010 (14 notifiable accidents) we could not 
ascertain any significant clusters, connections or striking features 
that we might be able to prevent through mechanical enginee-
ring safety precautions or more intensive training measures.

environmental indicators
Due to the reorganisation of our pharma Service Center in the 
2009 year it became necessary to restructure our indicators. Since 
2010 the indicators for the production of folding cartons and 
combination products in Waldkirch, for leaflets in binzen and 
Großbeeren, and of labels in Schopfheim have been recorded 
separately and thus provide more meaningful results about envi-
ronmental protection in the production process.

ecology Definition 2011 2010 use year-over-year in %

energy per tonne of printing substrate
Psc* folding cartons

kwh energy consumption per 
tonneprinting substrate

565 553 2,2

energy per tonne of printing substrate
Psc* leaflets

kwh energy consumption per 
tonneprinting substrate

684 677 1,0

energy per tonne of printing substrate
Psc* adhesive labels

kwh energy consumption per 
tonneprinting substrate

1.698 1.868 -9,1

co2 from energy consumption per tonne 
printing substrate Psc* folding cartons

kg co2 per tonne printing substrate 92 101 -8,6 

co2 from energy consumption per tonne 
printing Psc* leaflets 

kg co2 per tonne printing substrate 61 62 -3,0 

co2 from energy consumption per tonne 
printing substrate Psc* adhesive labels

kg co2 per tonne printing substrate 213 254 -16,2 

hazardous waste Psc* folding cartons
kg hazardous waste per tonne 
printing substrate

1,1 1,0 7,5 

hazardous waste Psc* leaflets 
kg hazardous waste per tonne 
printing substrate

0,7 1,2 -41,2 

hazardous waste Psc* adhesive labels
kg hazardous waste per tonne 
printing substrate

5,5 6,9 -21,4 

cardboard rejects Psc* folding cartons
kg cardboard rejects per tonne 
cardboard

422 476 -11,2 

Paper rejects Psc* leaflets kg paper rejects per tonne paper 197 248 -20,3 

adhesive material reject Psc* adhesive 
labels

kg adhesive material rejects per tonne 
adhesive material

339,4 347 -2,2 

environmental indicatorsFigure 2: Falling waste comPonent through adjusted cardBoard sheet sizes in Psc Folding cartons
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talking aBout health
in the last sustainability report we reported on the introduction 
of return-to-work interviews in the pSC leaflets. Further educa-
tion and ongoing coaching of management have had a positive 
effect. the initial scepticism of employees has changed into a 
feeling that they are seen as people in the interviews and, if ne-
cessary, receive support. a separate in-house works agreement 
provides the framework for this. 

Working groups at each site have taken up the cause of health 
promotion. by offering programs on healthy eating, sports cour-
ses such as pilates, back training, massage and also events in 
co-operation with health funds they wish to motivate their colle-
agues to actively do something for their health. Faller subsidises 
the programs and employees pay only a small share of the costs. 
We still need to get the message across to those who are less 
interested.

suPPorting PercePtions
each year the trainees organise a joint social services project. 
From the selection of the project through the organisation of the 
team, calculations and work planning the trainees take responsi-
bility for realising their chosen task. When it comes to obtaining 
sponsors for the work packages, things usually get interesting. 
internal sponsors are needed, but also tradespeople and other 
businesses in the region that provide donations in kind. the trai-
nees approach them of their own accord and ask them to sup-
port the project. they are mentored by the responsible trainers 
and on the project day by the contact person on site.  there they 
constructed two raised beds (photo 2) that also allows wheelchair 
users to work on the garden bed. the roofs of two sheds in the 
gardens were given a weatherproof seal, a number of common 
rooms received a fresh coat of paint (photo 3), and the external 
stairs were given a special finish with fluorescent paint (photos 1 
and 4).

Becoming Better 

SoCial aFFaiRS 

there‘s nothing new about a company wanting to contribute to a liveable environ-

ment. especially not in Faller‘s case. Since the company was founded in 1882, foste-

ring social and cultural projects has been part of Faller‘s ethos. 

Fostering career Paths
Faller is addressing the looming shortage of qualified staff in the 
packaging sector with special support for the vocational qualifi-
cation of young people. as well as our own on-the-job training 
we have been supporting the Waldkirch employment initiative 
(Wabe) since 1999. its training network has enabled more than 
120 young people to participate in training across companies 
since 2006. 

in 2010 a total of 120 young people found employment in this 
way. 

together with other sponsors Faller bears the costs of a training 
network that enables young people who haven‘t found a training 
position to receive training across companies in four different 
jobs. 

the results of the Wabe work are excellent, and the concept has 
become a role model: the close co-operation between busines-
ses, the municipal authorities and the employment agency secu-
res the financial basis as well as the social focus of the initiative 
and its ongoing further development. in 2011 Wabe received 
the european enterprise award in prague for responsible and 
inclusive entrepreneurship and was in addition recognised in the 
„Vocational training ace“ competition. 

Faller is also working together with three other sponsors on the 
new Wabe „Vocational training pilot“ project. the concept was 
developed in 2011 and started in schools in March 2012. it is di-
rected at school students in need of support, to whom vocational 
training pilots will offer help in choosing a vocation.

[1]

[2] [3]

[4] [5]
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2011 2010 2009 2008

total number of employees 852 842 822 816

of which part-time workers 41 40 38 39

trainees 43 47 49 46

Fluctuation rate in % 8,2 7,3 7,4 7,4

sick leave (100 % - x) 93,9 94,0 93,8 94,6

number of women in middle and upper management 8 8 5 6

number of women in middle and upper management as % 19 19 12 –

accident rate per 1,000 employees 25 17 26 22

Personnel costs for external training programs as % 0,9 0,7 0,6 1,2

satisfaction from employee survey ( scale: 1=really great, 7= poor) n. a. 3,27 n. a. n. a.

social indicators 

schools and initiatives
as early as 2006 Faller began to foster learning partnerships with 
schools in Waldkirch, followed by Kollnau, Gutach, Winden, 
elzach and binzen. in December 2011, after three years of lear-
ning partnership, Faller and the Vorderes Kandertal primary and 
technical school in binzen entered into an official co-operation 
agreement for a training partnership, „Choosing a Vocation“, as 
part of the training partnerships campaign run by iHK Hochrein-
bodensee.

in october 2011 Faller was main sponsor of the second plant-for-
the-planet academy in Waldkirch together with Wasserkraft Folk 
aG, Gutach. in an „academy“ 9–12 year old school students are 
introduced to the topics of climate change and climate justice in 

a fun way. they learn to make a speech about climate justice and 
together they plant trees in the town‘s forest. the seedlings were 
donated by the municipal forest administration (photo 5, page 
21). Many clubs and initiatives at our sites are sponsored by Faller 
with donations in kind or financial contributions. For years now 
we have made rooms available to a Waldkirch theatre group free 
of charge, and a music group uses a rehearsal room gratis. 

social indicators
explanations on the modifications to the employee surveys can 
be found in the chapter ”economy“, ”Working for Faller“. like-
wise on ”investments“ in further education.  

Process imProvements
along with product innovations, more efficient work processes 
also help us to become better. it is also important to us that we 
acknowledge special achievements in all processes – in produc-
tion and in administration. the specialists in lean management 
and the Continuous improvement process (Cip) are working 
together with the responsible managers in all departments on 
the ideas management concept implemented in June 2011. lean 
management draws employees from all hierarchical levels into 
workshops where improvements for particular work processes are 
worked out. 

ideas management is led by a lean management specialist who 
has trained 22 ideas co-ordinators in all areas and stands ready 
with practical and moral support in the implementation of the 
suggestions submitted. With success: over 170 ideas implemen-
ted from June to December 2011 have achieved improvements 
large and small in the work areas of the proposers. in June 2011 
„ideefix“ made its debut into the work lives of Faller employees. 
Small, nimble and approachable – a likeable figure that wants to 
win everyone over to the newly implemented ideas management 
concept. and it has worked.

ideas management is a subsection in the integrated Management 
Systems section, which is also responsible for quality assurance, 
lean management and Cip. next to adherence to delivery dead-
lines and price, quality is the most important important criterion 
for our customers in the pharmaceuticals industry. Hence it‘s 
natural for the management of improvement processes to be 
„housed“ in the competent department.

“we deliver quality” Project 
inter-company workshops with colleagues from Karl Knauer 
aG took place for the first time in 2010 and were continued in 
2011 under the motto „We deliver quality“. Mutual exchanges 
across works and company boundaries are intended to help ma-
nagement find long term solutions to problems and thus further 
improve our quality. using the methodology of problem analysis, 
concrete case studies are worked on in order to solve recurring 
problems. 

solutions across Borders
in our 2010 report we described the beginnings of the inter-com-
pany lean management workshops. in 2011 Cip projects were 
launched in the most important parts of the supply chain, from 
raw materials suppliers through the internal process chain to the 
customers‘ unpacking processes. the method proved itself extre-
mely effective and efficient for working together consistently on 
shared quality issues. in one customer project the efficiency of its 
plant was doubled. 

Becoming Better 

lateSt neWS 
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Photos: 12 of the 22 ideas co-ordinators

From upper left Lutz Benz (Team leader, Ideas Management), Verena Burger, Nicole Dörflinger, Richard Disch, Marco Beier, Hannes Allgaier, Bianca Vozar, 

Heidi Kammerer, Achim Eble, Jürgen Kleile, Walter Ziegenbein, Wolfram Vogel

strong values
the foundation of our actions is our value-based corporate cul-
ture. all employees are required to base their everyday activities 
on these basic values:

  Customer focus and entrepreneurship
  performance orientation and cooperation
  Sustainability and personal responsibility
   trust and credibility

the corporate values are also described in the chapter on „eco-
nomy“. 

a number of employees have explained the values with examples 
from their everyday work. they show that everyone in the work-
place can make their own contribution to achieving the corporate 
values in all areas and at all levels. this brochure was distributed 
to all employees and is part of the starter kit for new employees 
along with a comprehensive „Handbook for newcomers“. 

Fsc-certiFied cardBoard For natural cosmetics
the demand for certified types of cardboard produced in ac-
cordance with FSC or peFC guidelines remains very restrained 
for pharmaceuticals packaging. So we are very happy that our 
customer SpeiCK naturkosmetik was awarded the silver medal 
as „Sustainable manufacturer for 2011“. With its FSC-certified 
material for cardboard packaging, Faller did its bit for the long-
established Speick brand. the fact that this was one of the first 
orders that Faller filled after successful certification for FSC mate-
rials, made this all the more exciting. 

in dialogue
Whether it be clubs or political parties: Faller is open to dialogue 
with people who are actively engaged in the shaping and deve-
lopment of our society. 

delivering Better health
We are working together to „deliver better health“ this chal-
lenge to ourselves is also a promise to our customers. in 2011 
we gave a lot of attention to  „delivering better“ in order to 
concentrate on the goal and purpose of our work and to inspire 
ourselves: to achieve developments that help patients to take me-
dications reliably („compliance“) and to create new ways of pro-
tecting medications from counterfeiting by intelligent packaging. 
patients need packaging that ensures the simple removal of the 
medicine as well as its secure storage, as well as preventing its 
counterfeiting. our development experts offer our customers 
such designs for innovative applications and better processing. 
there is more information on our product innovations in the 
chapter headed ”products and Services“. 

DAMIT GESUNDHEIT BESSER ANKOMMT  
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Faller‘s trainees are really on top of it – and underneath it and in the midst 

of it. That‘s obvious from the diverse subjects of the new Faller Trainee 

Calendar in the style of the popular visual world of our corporate commu-

nications. A note of caution, however: Appearances can be deceptive. Our 

trainees lent a huge helping hand in using computers to give life to these 

folding cartons, leaflets and adhesive labels. Well done!

Becoming Better 
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